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The unsaturated hydraulic functions are key input data in numerical models of vadose zone processes. The direct measurement
of soil moisture at different suction heads requires detailed analysis of soil samples with sophisticated instruments which can be
replaced with the help of pedotransfer functions (PTFs) which are empirical relationships between the soil hydraulic properties
and the more easily obtainable basic soil properties. The CalcPTF software has been used to compute the parameters of the
most commonly used models of Brooks and Corey (BC) and Van Genuchten (VG) from PTFs for determination of soil water
retention curves on seventeen sites in the commands of Benisagar and Rangawan reservoirs in Chhatarpur district (MP), India.
The parameters of sixteen PTFs have been estimated and results have been compared with observed data using root mean square
2
, and graphical representation. The PTF of BC model suggested by Rawls and
error (RMSE), coefficient of determination (R2 ), 𝑅adj
Brakensiek, 1985 (BC-RB), has been found to be the best-fit PTF for sites 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 14, 15, and 17, where BC model by Saxton et
al., 1986 (BC-SEL), can be used for modeling the soil moisture for sites 3, 4, 9, 12, and 16. It may be concluded that the PTF suggested
by Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 (BC-RB), or Saxton et al., 1986 (BC-SEL), can be used for computation of soil moisture retention
curves in the region.

1. Introduction
The common conceptual models for unsaturated flow often
rely on the oversimplified representation of medium pores as
a bundle of cylindrical capillaries and assume that soil water
pressure head is attributed to capillary forces only and ignores
the adsorptive surface forces. Hence, it is often assumed that
aqueous flow is negligible when a soil is near or at residual
water content (𝜃𝑟 ). The reason for the finite value of 𝜃𝑟 is that
the dominant historical water-content measurements were in
the wet range, and the typical soil water retention models
assumed asymptotic behavior at low water content values. It
is generally treated as a fitting parameter. Hence, an effective
saturation is often defined as 𝑆𝑒 = (𝜃 − 𝜃𝑟 )/(𝜃𝑠 − 𝜃𝑟 ) with 𝜃
being water content and 𝜃𝑠 the saturated water content [1].
To use the model, additional parameters must be known to
quantify the contribution of film flow. Several functions have
been proposed to empirically describe the soil water retention
curve. These models were based on Rechards equation for
flow of water in saturated or partly saturated soil. One of
the most popular functions has been the equation given by

Brooks and Corey in 1964 (BC) [2] which describes effective
saturation (𝑆𝑒 ) as
𝑆𝑒 = [

ℎ𝑏 𝜆
]
ℎ

ℎ > ℎ𝑏 ,

(1)

𝑆𝑒 = 1 ℎ ≤ ℎ𝑏 ,
where ℎ is the suction head and ℎ𝑏 and 𝜆 are the parameters
referred to as the air entry head and pore size distribution
index, respectively. After the model proposed by Brooks and
Corey, several differentiable equations of complex equations
have been suggested by researchers ([3–9], etc.). These equations were able to produce the soil water retention curve
accurately but most of them were complex in nature. Van
Genuchten proposed a modification with a simple representation of soil water retention represented as VG model here
as [10]
𝑆𝑒 =

1
𝑚,
[1 + (𝛼ℎ)𝑛 ]

(2)

2
where 𝛼, 𝑛, and 𝑚 are empirical constants with 𝑚 = 1 − 1/𝑛.
All these models presented here require observed values of
soil moisture at different suction, but sometimes these observations may not be available and various studies have been
conducted to correlate model parameters of soil retention
curve with easily available and measurable soil properties
in the form of empirical relationships called pedotransfer
functions (PTFs). The pedotransfer functions (PTFs) are
empirical relationships between the soil hydraulic properties
and the more easily obtainable basic soil properties available
from soil surveys. The use of PTFs is necessary when the simulations have to be done for large-scale projects or for pilot
studies [11]. Various PTFs have been suggested by researchers
for computation of parameters of BC and VG models of soil
water retention curve [12–25]. An excel macro “CalcPTF”
[26] has been applied after carrying out detailed soil testing
in the commands of Benisagar and Rangawan reservoir in
Chhatarpur district of Madhya Pradesh (India). These PTFs
used percentage of clay, silt, sand, organic content, and bulk
density of soils for computation of parameters of BC or VG
model.

2. Study Area
Two adjacent commands in Benisagar and Rangawan reservoir projects located in Chhatarpur district of Madhya
Pradesh (India) have been selected for the study. The location map of Benisagar and Rangawan irrigation project in
Chhatarpur district of Madhya Pradesh has been given in
Figure 1. The Benisagar reservoir is situated near the historical
town Khajuraho in Rajnagar tehsil of the Chhatarpur district.
The gross storage capacity and dead storage capacity of
the Benisagar reservoir are 27.59 MCM and 1.37 MCM,
respectively. The gross command area of the project is
6802.46 hectares while the cultivated area is 6267 hectare. The
proposed irrigable area in the command through dam is 4170
hectare with proposed cropping pattern consist of Mexican
wheat in 3000 hectares, ordinary wheat in 300 hectare and
soybean in 870 hectare. Two canals from both ends of the dam
have been constructed to feed the command area.
The Rangawan project is a major interstate irrigation project of Madhya Pradesh (M.P.) and Uttar Pradesh
(U.P.), situated near village Rangawan in Rajnagar Tahsil of
Chhatarpur district. The length of the main canal is 14 km
having a head discharge of 8.27 m3 /sec. The soil samples
from seventeen different sites in both commands considering
different major soils in the study area have been collected
and pressure plate apparatus has been used to determine
soil moisture at various suction on soil samples (Figure 2).
The soil texture, bulk density, and organic content of all soil
samples have been determined using standard procedures for
computation of PTFs.
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of parameters of the best suited model for different sites in
the study area. In the study, sixteen PTFs have been applied
for determination of parameters of Brooks and Corey (BC)
and Van Genuchten (VG) models using CalcPTF Macro in
Excel.
3.1. Pedotransfer Function-Based Models. The observed data
of soil moisture retentions are rarely available especially in
developing countries like India, and PTF based model may
be useful in which model parameters are computed using
easily available soil properties such as texture, bulk density,
and organic content. The CalcPTF Macro has been used
to compute the parameters of 7 PTFs for BC model and
9 PTFs for VG model. The data required for estimation of
parameters of models have been presented in Table 1 and the
detailed information about PTFs can be seen in the manual
of CalcPTF [26].
3.2. Evaluation of Performance. The performance of different
analytical and PTF models has been judged with the help
of different robust criterion including root mean square
2
.
error (RMSE), coefficient of determination (𝑅2 ), and 𝑅adj
The RMSE is an indicator for representation of the overall
error of the evaluated function and should approach to
2
was suggested to
zero for best model performance. The 𝑅adj
take the impact of the number of parameters of model on
performance and reflect the degree of correlation between
observed and fitted data and statistically can take any value
≤1. The equation for computation of different performance
evaluators has been given below as
𝑁

RMSE =

√ ∑𝑖=1 (𝜃𝑖

obs

𝑅2 = 1 −
2
=
𝑅adj

comp

− 𝜃𝑖

)

𝑁
SSE
,
SST

2

,
(3)

(𝑁 − 1) 𝑅2 − (𝑝 − 1)
,
𝑁−𝑝

comp

are the 𝑖th observed and computed value of
where 𝜃𝑖obs , 𝜃𝑖
soil moisture, 𝑁 is the number of data, SSE is the model sum
of square, SST is the total sum of square, and 𝑝 is the number
of model parameters. The SSE and SST can be computed
using the following equations:
𝑁

comp

SST = ∑ (𝜃𝑖

−𝜃

comp

)

𝑖=1

𝑁

(4)
comp

SSE = ∑ (𝜃𝑖obs − 𝜃𝑖

),

𝑖=1

where 𝜃

comp

is the mean of computed values.

3. Methodology
In the present study, an attempt has been made to apply
PTF-based models of soil retention for application of solute
transport and water balance in command and determination

4. Analysis of Results
The soil, plant, and atmosphere act as a continuum along
which soil water moves in response to gradients in energy.
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Figure 1: Base map of the study area.

The energy potential of the water relative to that of pure water
helps determine the amount of water stored in the soil, moved
through the soil, and moved into and through the plant to
the transpiring surface of the leaf. In the present study, the
soil samples from seventeen sites covering most of the soils
in Benisagar and Rangawan commands have been analyzed.
From the analysis of results, it has been observed that the
PTF suggested by Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 (BC-RB), has
been found the most suited PTF for determination of soil
moisture retention curve for site-1, site-2, site-5, site-6, site10, site-11, site-14, site-15, and site-17, while the PTF for BC
model by Saxton et al., 1986 (BC-SEL), has been found the

most suited PTF to represent the curve for site-3, site-9, site12, and site-16. The PTF given by Tomasella and Hodnett, 1998
(VG-TH), for computation of parameters of VG model has
given the least RMSE and maximum value of 𝑅2 for site-4,
site-7, and site-13, while PTF by Campbell and Shiozawa, 1992
(BC-CS), for BC model has been judged as the best-fit model
for site-8. From the analysis of results, it may be concluded
that in the absence of observed data on soil moisture in the
commands, the BC model can be used for computation of soil
moisture at different suction pressure and the PTF suggested
by Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 (BC-RB), or Saxton et al.,
1986 (BC-SEL), can be used for computation of parameters

4
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Figure 2: Location map of soil sampling sites.

Table 1: List of PTFs-based models used in the study.
Name of model
Oosterveld and Chang, 1980 [16] (BC-OC)
Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)
Saxton et al., 1986 [12] (BC-SEL)
Campbell and Shiozawa, 1992 [13] (BC-CS)
Williams et al., 1992 [15] (BC-WIL1)
Williams et al., 1992 [15] (BC-WIL2)
Mayr and Jarvis, 1999 [17] (BC-MJ)
Varallyay et al., 1982 [19] (VG-VAEL)
Vereecken et al., 1989 [20] (VG-VEEL)
Wösten et al., 1999 [18] (VG-WOEL1)
Wösten et al., 1999 [18] (VG-WOEL2)
Gupta and Larson, 1979 [23] (VG-GL)
Rawls et al., 1982 [22] (VG-REL1)
Rawls et al., 1983 [25] (VG-REL2)
Rajkai and Varallyay, 1992 [24] (VG-RV)
Tomasella and Hodnett, 1998 [21] (VG-TH)
∗

Soil properties used∗
Sand, clay, bulk density, depth
Sand, clay, bulk density
Sand, clay, bulk density
Sand, clay, bulk density
Sand, clay, bulk density
Sand, clay, bulk density, organic carbon
Sand, clay, bulk density, organic carbon
clay, bulk density
Sand, clay, bulk density, organic carbon
Sand, silt, clay, depth
Silt, clay, bulk density, organic carbon, depth
Sand, silt, clay, bulk density, organic carbon
Sand, silt, clay, bulk density, organic carbon
Sand, silt, clay, bulk density, organic carbon
Sand, clay, bulk density, organic carbon
Silt, clay, bulk density, organic carbon

Sand, silt, clay, and organic carbon in %, bulk density in g/cm3 , and depth in m.

of BC model. The observed and computed soil moisture at a
different suction head for few sites has been given in Figure 3.
The CalcPTF Macro in Excel has been used to determine the
parameters of various PTF-based models at different sites of
Benisagar and Rangawan commands area. The observed and
computed values of soil moisture have been computed with
the help of root mean square error (RMSE), coefficient of
2
. The best suited PTF models,
determination (𝑅2 ), and 𝑅adj
and their parameters for different sites have been presented
in Table 2.

From the analysis of results, it has been observed that the
PTF suggested by Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 (BC-RB), has
been found to be the most suited PTF for determination of
soil moisture retention curve for site-1, site-2, site-5, site-6,
site-10, site-11, site-14, site-15, and site-17, while the PTF for
BC model by Saxton et al., 1986 (BC-SEL), has been found to
be the most suited PTF to represent the curve for site-3, site-9,
site-12, and site-16. The PTF given by Tomasella and Hodnett,
1998 (VG-TH), for computation of parameters of VG model
has given the least RMSE and maximum value of 𝑅2 for site-4,
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Figure 3: Comparison of computed and observed soil water retention curve from best-fit model for few sites in commands.

Table 2: Best-fit PTF-based models and their parameters in Benisagar and Rangawan commands.
Site
Site-1
Site-2
Site-3
Site-4
Site-5
Site-6
Site-7
Site-8
Site-9
Site-10
Site-11
Site-12
Site-13
Site-14
Site-15
Site-16
Site-17

Best-fit PTF

Model type

Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)
Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)
Saxton et al., 1986 [12] (BC-SEL)
Tomasella and Hodnett, 1998 [21] (VG-TH)
Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)
Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)
Tomasella and Hodnett, 1998 [21] (VG-TH)
Campbell and Shiozawa, 1992 [13] (BC-CS)
Saxton et al., 1986 [12] (BC-SEL)
Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)
Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)
Saxton et al., 1986 [12] (BC-SEL)
Tomasella and Hodnett, 1998 [21] (VG-TH)
Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)
Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)
Saxton et al., 1986 [12] (BC-SEL)
Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 [14] (BC-RB)

BC
BC
BC
VG
BC
BC
VG
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
VG
BC
BC
BC
BC

RMSE
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03

𝜃𝑟
0.03
0.03
0
0.03
0.03
0.03
0
0
0
0.03
0.03
0
0.02
0.03
0.03
0
0.04

RMSE and model parameters
𝜃𝑠
ℎ𝑏 (BC)/𝑎 (VG) 𝜆 (BC)/𝑛 (VG)
0.43
37.90
0.39
0.39
40.40
0.41
0.31
222.12
0.30
0.60
0.02
1.27
0.37
45.32
0.42
0.39
42.67
0.42
0.56
0.035
1.25
0.38
42.34
0.17
0.38
75.34
0.29
0.37
39.19
0.43
0.36
17.57
0.51
0.42
61.72
0.29
0.59
0.02
1.26
0.33
70.86
0.42
0.38
54.051
0.39
0.36
95.19
0.28
0.39
37.59
0.41

m (VG)
—
—
—
0.21
—
—
0.20
—
—
—
—
—
0.21
—
—
—
—
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site-7, and site-13, while PTF by Campbell and Shiosawa, 1992
(BC-CS), for BC model has been judged as the best-fit model
for site-8. From the analysis of results, it may be concluded
that in the absence of observed data on soil moisture in the
commands, the BC model can be used for computation of soil
moisture at a different suction pressure and the PTF suggested
by Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985 (BC-RB), or Saxton et al.,
1986 (BC-SEL), can be used for computation of parameters
of BC model. The observed and computed soil moisture at a
different suction head for few sites has been given in Figure 3.

5. Conclusions
The PTF-based equations for determination of available water
content have been found useful in developing countries
because of correlating soil moisture with easily measurable
physical properties of soil such as bulk density, organic
matter content, and particle-size distribution. In the study,
the parameters of 7 PTFs of BC model and 9 PTFs of VG
model have been determined for the commands of Benisagar
and Rangawan reservoirs in Madhya Pradesh (India). The
2
congoodness of fit criteria including RMSE, 𝑅2 , and 𝑅adj
firmed that PTFs suggested by Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985
(BC-RB), are found to be the most suitable for site-1, site-2,
site-5, site-6, site-10, site-11, site-14, site-15, and site-17, where
BC model by Saxton et al., 1986 (BC-SEL), can be used for
modeling the soil moisture for site-3, site-9, site-12, and site16. The VG model with PTF given by Tomasella and Hodnett,
1998 (VG-TH), can be used for site-4, site-7, and site-13. It may
be concluded from the study that Brooks and Corey’s model
may be used for determination of soil water retention curve
for soils in the region and in the absence of observed data
on soil moisture retention, the PTF suggested by Rawls and
Brakensiek, 1985 (BC-RB), can be used for determination of
model parameters of BC model in the region.
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